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• What are Business Central APIs?

• Why are they so valuable? 

• How can you automate business processes 
and integrations using Business Central 
APIs?  

• How can APIs help make your business 
processes faster and more efficient?



• Application Programming Interface

• Import or Export Data

• Trigger a Process, Send/Receive a Notification

• Alternative to File Downloads or Manual Processes

• "Web API" or "Web Service"

• URI, JSON, XML, OData, OAuth, Postman



• Send sales orders to 3PL warehouse vendor to fulfill

• Send inventory quantities to ecommerce system

• Send vendor invoices to AP automation service

• Receive  customers & orders from ecommerce system

• Receive purchase receipts from 3PL warehouse

• Receive order tracking info from 3PL warehouse



https://api.businesscentral.dynamics.com/v2.0/acme.com/Production/ODataV4/

Company('CRONUS')/ItemLedgerEntries



https://api.businesscentral.dynamics.com/v2.0/acme.com/Production/api/v2.0/

companies(a5073282-83ff-ea11-aa61-0022481eff0f)/itemLedgerEntries
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- Delayed and inaccurate inventory

- Errors in manual data entry

- Inefficient use of labor

- Physical counts more difficult

- Lot number-based recall and tracking risk

- Hidden but real costs
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- Paperless process (except pallet label)

- Automated transactions with higher data accuracy

- Real-time inventory 

- Synchronized system & physical shipment

- Automation investment a known cost
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- User interface for printing bar coded pallet tags, scanning into 

inventory, monitoring progress, and

- API calls built into this this application (custom)



- The BC API does not have all pages and 

functions available yet

- Query functions may limit fields returned 

from a table

- Options:

- Use web services

- Develop custom API's

-



Provides end-user control over automations without IT assistance:

- Start / Stop / Pause processes, correct and reprocess errors.

- Alerting via email or other methods for errors or problems

- Without a console, you have an integration. With a console, you have an 

integration application.







How to embed a Power BI report into Dynamics 365 Business Central:   https://yzhums.com/4637/



• Power Automate

• Third Party integration tools

• eCommerce / Omni-Channel platforms

• ISV solutions (AP Automation, Warehouse Mgmt)





- Read-only API use case; database table data from BC

- Enables multi-company dashboards and reports

- Frees data from BC interface (and licenses)
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- Read-only API use case; 

database table data from BC

- Enables multi-company 

dashboards and reports

- Frees data from BC 

interface (and licenses)

- Allows end-user to start, 

stop, reschedule, and 

monitor errors or issues







- Leveraging BC API's or Web Services often requires custom coding 

on source system, for formatting and managing API calls or on BC 

for Code Unit calls.

- Value proposition is in direct relation to number of transactions 

processed / risk of manual error.

- .NET Developer

- App Server (on-prem or 

cloud) to host custom 

code / API calls

- Plant automation 

developer (or other 

system)

- Capture plant data to 

database in usable format

- BC Developer

- Create custom API's or 

Code Units as needed



- To process a transaction, you'll most likely need to 

call more than one API / web service

- Automated transactions with higher data accuracy

- Real-time inventory 

- Synchronized system & physical shipment



- Variables hold production order number, quantity output, lot 

number and all other fields that would be required if a user was 

typing in data into the Output Journal


